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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

Hampshire County Council’s Sustainable Transport Towns programme included a 
20mph speed limit proposal for Winchester City Centre.  This programme of 
schemes was fully funded by the Department for Transport’s Local Sustainable 
Transport Fund.  Winchester City Council was asked to progress this scheme on 
behalf of Hampshire County Council under the Traffic Management Agency 
arrangements.  

A public consultation and exhibitions took place in November 2013, with the speed 
limit proposal notice being advertised in January 2014.  36 representations were 
made in the legal advertising period, of which 22 were in support of the proposed 
speed limit.   

 
 

 



 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1 That the 20mph speed limit be agreed for implementation as advertised in 
Winchester City Centre and detailed in the schedules and plan attached as 
appendices A and B to the report. 

2 That the Head of Legal and Democratic Services be authorised to the make 
the necessary order. 
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CABINET (TRAFFIC & PARKING) COMMITTEE 
 
29 APRIL 2014 

WINCHESTER CITY CENTRE 20MPH SPEED LIMIT 

REPORT OF HEAD OF MAJOR PROJECTS 

 
DETAIL: 
 
1 Introduction 

1.1 As part of the original Local Sustainable Transport Fund bid submitted by 
Hampshire County Council, funding was secured for a 20mph speed limit for 
Winchester City Centre.  Winchester City Council are progressing the scheme 
for the County Council under the Traffic Management Agency arrangements. 

1.2 One of the five themes for the LSTF bid included: ‘Supporting a local 
economy and improving town centre viability’.  Under this heading, the 
Winchester 20mph speed limit scheme was proposed to improve pedestrian 
and cycling safety.  The proposal also fits into the other themes of the 
submission including Carbon Reduction, Influencing Travel Behaviour, and 
Healthy, Sustainable Travel to Stations.   

1.3 The proposal is also an action point in the Winchester Town Access Plan.  A 
priority of this plan is to reduce the negative impact of vehicle movements in 
the town centre and the negative impact of carbon emissions on all 
neighbourhoods.  This was one of the top eight priorities identified by the 
public and member consultation that took place as part of the WTAP process.   

1.4 The Department for Transport's 'Setting Local Speed Limits'  01/2013 states 
that 'traffic authorities can introduce 20mph speed limits on major streets 
where there are, or could be, significant numbers of journeys on foot and/or 
where pedal cycle movements are an important consideration and this 
outweighs the disadvantage of longer journeys for motorised traffic'.   

1.5 Winchester City Council has produced a Cycling Strategy which encourages 
the implementation of 20 mph speed limits to encourage more people to walk 
and cycle.  A Walking Strategy is currently being drafted, which will also 
encourage the introduction of 20mph speed limits to give pedestrians a better 
walking experience. 

1.6 The Winchester Town Forum also supports the introduction of 20mph limits. 

1.7 In the last 5 years, around 100 personal injury accidents were recorded in the 
proposal area.  A lower speed limit could lower the risk of these happening 
altogether and reduce the severity of those that do.  A lower speed limit may 
increase the awareness of other road users such as pedestrians and cyclists 
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and create a better experience for all road users.  It is also hoped that by 
travelling at 20mph may promote a smoother way of driving which will reduce 
the stop and start conditions which occurs on roads within the City Centre.  

2 Benefits of the Proposed Speed Limit  

2.1 The Department of Transport’s circular ‘Setting Local Speed Limits’ has 
evaluated other city 20mph speed limit schemes such as Portsmouth.  
Research and evidence for the 20mph Portsmouth scheme suggests that 
some speed and casualty reductions have occurred.  The severity of road 
traffic accidents can be reduced when vehicles are travelling at lower speeds.  
Research shows that at 30mph a pedestrian has an 80% chance of survival, 
but being hit at 20mph this survival rate increases to 97.5%.   

2.2 The Portsmouth 20 mile per hour scheme also contributed to a positive 
change in travel and driver behaviour, which is what the Winchester scheme 
hopes to achieve.  Lower traffic speeds can encourage modal shift towards 
more healthier and sustainable transport modes such as walking and cycling.   

2.3 A smoother drive at 20 miles per hour may contribute towards more free 
flowing traffic conditions and may help to improve traffic flow, rather than the 
stop and start conditions which currently exist.  Traffic lights and junctions 
have a clear affect on the effectiveness of the driving conditions.  Generally 
driving more slowly at a steady pace saves fuel and carbon dioxide emissions 
unless an unnecessarily low gear is chosen.  The greatest benefit for the 
environment will be a modal shift towards more people walking and cycling in 
the main city centre area.   

2.4 The Department for Transport state that if the mean speed is at or below 
24mph already, introducing a 20mph speed limit through signing alone is 
likely to lead to a more general compliance.  Average speed surveys carried 
out in the last two years on nine of the roads included in the proposed area 
show that six of these roads are at or below 24mph, with the other three roads 
being either 25 or 26mph (Appendix C).  Evidence from the Portsmouth 
scheme and other research shows that a signed only 20mph scheme can 
reduce speeds by a few miles per hour on average, however they bring 
significant changes to travel and driving behaviour.    

2.5 The proposed speed limit will be introduced through terminal signs and 
roundels painted on the road.  The Department for Transport made significant 
changes and amendments to the way that 20mph speed limits could be 
signed, allowing roundel road markings to be used rather than an upright 
repeater sign, reducing sign clutter.  Repeater signs can be installed in certain 
places with a roundel if considered necessary. 

3 Consultation 

3.1 A public consultation exhibition, for the 20mph City Centre proposals was 
displayed in the Guildhall, BID offices, the Brooks Shopping Centre and 
Discovery Centre from Monday 4th November until Friday 15th November 
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2013.  Information about the proposed speed limit, a plan of the proposed 
area and frequently asked questions about speed limits, were displayed at the 
exhibition and on the Winchester City Council website.   

3.2 Officers from both Winchester City Council and Hampshire County Council 
attended two sessions at the Discovery Centre, where members of the public 
could ask questions directly.  These two manned sessions attracted 73 
visitors, who completed 23 questionnaires.  Of these questionnaires, 22 
people showed that they agreed in principle to the speed limit proposals and 
18 agreed with installing the speed limit on the roads that were exhibited on 
the plan. 

3.3 The proposal was then advertised for public comment on 22nd January 2014.  
This was advertised on street, in the Mid-Hants Observer and on Winchester 
City Council’s website.  The consultation was open until the 19th February 
2014. 

3.4 In total, 36 representations were made.  Supporting comments totalled 22, 
with 14 objections.  The comments made to the proposals and the officer 
response can be seen in Appendix D. 

4 Implementation and Timescales 

4.1 If the proposal is approved by the Committee, the timescale for speed limit 
implementation is for the August/September 2014.  The proposal will need to 
be advertised as a ‘Made Order’ before the terminal signs and roundels are 
installed.  Due to the expansive proposal area, the painting of the roundels will 
take some time and the process is very dependant on the weather.  

 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS: 

5 COMMUNITY STRATEGY AND PORTFOLIO PLANS (RELEVANCE TO): 

5.1 The proposal is in keeping with the Community Strategy and its objectives to 
provide a high quality environment and safe and strong communities.   

6 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS: 

6.1 The total budget will be £80,000 to be funded by Hampshire County Council 
from the Local Sustainable Transport Fund under the Traffic Management 
Agency arrangements (£18,500 13/14, £61,500 14/15). 

7 RISK MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

7.1 Risks are fully considered as part of the assessment process of all Traffic 
Regulation Orders.  The changes proposed are not believed to represent 
significant risks.  Introducing a lower speed limit would generally lower the risk 
for road users. 
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7.2 The financial risks are low as the scheme is fully funded externally.    

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: 

Department for Transport Circular 01/2013 Setting Local Speed Limits 

 

APPENDICES: 

Appendix A: Proposal schedule 

Appendix B: Plan of proposal area 

Appendix C: Mean average speeds 

Appendix D: Representations and Officer Comments. 

 

 



NEW ORDER: 
 
 

WINCHESTER CITY COUNCIL 
 

ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT, 1984 
 

THE HAMPSHIRE (VARIOUS ROADS, CENTRAL, WINCHESTER)  
(20 MILES PER HOUR SPEED LIMIT) ORDER 2014 

 
STATEMENT OF REASONS:- 
 
The proposal will hope to see a reduction in the speed limit in all the roads stated below, 
encouraging a positive impact on the use of walking and cycling as transport modes.  The 
frequency and severity of road traffic accidents can also decrease due to vehicles travelling at 
lower speed. 

 
 

Road to be subject to 20mph Speed limit 
 

Roads in the City of Winchester 
20mph Speed Limit 
 

(i) Andover Road between its junction with City Road to a point 31.0    
metres south of its junction with Worthy Road. 

(ii) Chesil Street between its junction with Bridge Street to a point 98.0    
metres south of that junction. 

(iii) Market Street between its junction with High Street to its junction with 
Market Lane. 

(iv) Middle Brook Street between its junction with High Street to its junction 
with Silver Hill. 

(v) Parchment Street between its junction with St George’s Street to its 
junction with High Street. 

(vi) Romsey Road between its junction with Upper High Street to its junction 
with Clifton Terrace. 

(vii) Southgate Street between its junction with High Street to a point 35.7   
metres south of its junction with St Clement Street. 

(viii) St Clement Street between its junction with Trafalgar Street to its junction 
with Southgate Street. 

(ix) Stockbridge Road between its junction with City Road to its junction with 
Cranworth Road. 

(x) Upper Brook Street between its junction with Friarsgate to its junction with 
St George’s Street. 

(xi) Wales Street between its junction with Durngate Place and a point 30.5    
metres north of its junction with Water Lane. 

 
And the following roads for their entire lengths: 
 

(xii) Arthur Road 
(xiii) Beggar's Lane 
(xiv) Birinus Road 
(xv) Blue Ball Hill 
(xvi) Bridge Street 
(xvii) Busket Lane 
(xviii) Chester Road 
(xix) City Road 
(xx) Cossack Lane 



(xxi) Cross Street 
(xxii) Danes Road 
(xxiii) Durngate Place 
(xxiv) Durngate Terrace 
(xxv) Eastgate Street 
(xxvi) Egbert Road 
(xxvii) Friarsgate  
(xxviii) Garden Lane 
(xxix) Gladstone Street 
(xxx) Gordon Road 
(xxxi) High Street 
(xxxii) Hyde Abbey Road 
(xxxiii) Hyde Church Lane 
(xxxiv) Hyde Close 
(xxxv) Hyde Gate 
(xxxvi) Hyde Street 
(xxxvii) Jewry Street 
(xxxviii) King Alfred Place 
(xxxix) King Alfred Terrace 
(xl) Lawn Street 
(xli) Lower Brook Street 
(xlii) Marston Gate 
(xliii) Monks Road 
(xliv) Newburgh Street 
(xlv) North Walls 
(xlvi) Nuns Road 
(xlvii) Old Station Approach 
(xlviii) Park Avenue 
(xlix) Rosewarne Court 
(l) St George's Street 
(li) St John's Street 
(lii) St Martin's Close 
(liii) St Peter Street 
(liv) Saxon Road 
(lv) Silchester Place 
(lvi) Silver Hill 
(lvii) Staple Gardens 
(lviii) Station Hill 
(lix) Station Road 
(lx) Sussex Street 
(lxi) Sutton Gardens 
(lxii) Swan Lane 
(lxiii) Tanner Street 
(lxiv) The Broadway 
(lxv) Tower Road 
(lxvi) Tower Street 
(lxvii) Trafalgar Street 
(lxviii) Union Street 
(lxix) Upper High Street 
(lxx) Victoria Road 
(lxxi) Water Lane 

  
 

 

Orders to be revoked: 
1. THE HAMPSHIRE (WINCHESTER TOWN CENTRE, VARIOUS ROADS) 

(TEMPORARY 20MPH SPEED LIMIT) ORDER 2011  



2. THE HAMPSHIRE (MIDDLE BROOK STREET, WINCHESTER) (20 
MILES PER HOUR SPEED LIMIT) ORDER 1998  

3. THE HAMPSHIRE (UPPER BROOK STREET, WINCHESTER) (20 
MILES PER HOUR SPEED LIMIT) ORDER 1998  

4. THE HAMPSHIRE (PARCHMENT STREET, WINCHESTER) (20 MILES 
PER HOUR SPEED LIMIT) ORDER 1993 

5. THE HAMPSHIRE (PARCHMENT STREET, WINCHESTER) (20 MILES 
PER HOUR SPEED LIMIT) ORDER 1998 

 

 

Roads from revoked order to be included in new order: 
(i) Market Street, from its junction with Market Lane to its junction with The 

Square. 
(ii) St Clement Street, from its junction with Southgate Street to its junction 

with Little Minister Street. 
(iii) Middle Brook Street from its junction with North Walls to its junction with 

Friarsgate. 
(iv) Parchment Street from its junction with North Walls to its junction with St 

George’s Street. 
(v) Upper Brook Street from its junction with North Walls to its junction with 

Friarsgate. 
And the following roads for their entire length: 

(vi) Colebrook Street 
(vii) Great Minister Street 
(viii) Kings Head Yard 
(ix) Little Minster Street 
(x) Market Lane 
(xi) Minster Lane 
(xii) St Swithun Street 
(xiii) St Thomas Street 
(xiv) Symonds Street 
(xv) The Square 

 
 
 







Date Objection Summary of Comments and Objections Officer Comments

1 22/01/14 Objection
Proposals will make Taxi's use more fuel.  The roads are empty at night, so 20mph would make journeys longer.  Propoals should apply to narrow 
roads only.  Consider opening up bus lane to taxis past M&S

Journeys during the day with the proposed speed limit should be smoother with less stopping and starting.  Taxi's are allowed to use Silver Hill through access from Tanner Street and cut off Upper Brook 
Street.  The bus lane in Middle Brook Street is open for buses and cyclists only.  Visitors to the city can find the High Street restrictions confusing, allowing taxi's to use the High Street to reach Middle Brook 
Street would increase this confusion.  

2 22/01/14 Objection
Object to this proposed TRO due to it being a total waste of money.  Results of the outcomes of the 20mph trial should be published first to see if there 
really is a need for a 20 mph zone in this area.  Other comments regarding deliveries, loading and environmental issues.

Peak time loading bans are already in place around the majority of the one-way system.  Deliveries still need to be made to support Winchester's economy.   In built up areas, vehicles speeds should be kept 
low and a smoother driving experience may improve drivers attitudes and behaviour. 

3 23/01/14 Objection

Object to this proposal on the grounds that it is a complete waste of our taxpayers money.  Traffic doesn't exceed 20mph, unloading vehicles cause 
congestion, slow moving vehicles which accelerate and decelerate create more fumes.  Results of the outcomes of the 20mph trial should be published 
first to see if there really is a need for a 20 mph zone in this area.

The proposal was an action point in the Winchester Town Access Plan.  A priority of this plan was to reduce the negative impact of vehicle movements in the town centre.  In the last 5 years, 99 personal injury 
accidents have been recorded in the proposal areas.  It is hoped that the speed limit will encourage a smoother driving experience, with less stopping and starting.  The majority of the one way system already 
have some type of loading ban on them, mainly peak hour loading bans. Terminal signs are the only street furniture to be erected, all other repeater signs will be as roundels painted on the carriageway.

4 27/01/14 Support More should be done to enforce any speed limit.
In the proposed area, average speeds of vehicles are, in the majority under 24mph.  This is the threshold for which the Police would support a 20mph speed limit being implemented.  If one driver adheres to 
the new limit, then others behind will have to do so.

5 29/01/14 Support

6 29/01/14 Support Extent to first in, last out pub.

This proposal for the 20mph speed limit is for the Winchester City Centre core area only.  The boundaries of the limit were very carefully considered.  There are many factors involved in this process.  The 
driver needs to be able to feel that they are entering the main City area and that their speed should be slower.  If the boundary of the speed limit, on the main roads, is too far out of the city centre speeds may 
not reduce due to the fact that the nature of the road and its surroundings have not changed.  Another factor in the boundary decision is solely to do with where terminal signs can be located.  In the narrow 
streets of Winchester this is one of the main factors, as the narrow pavement widths dictate where signage can be placed.  

7 29/01/14 Support
8 30/01/14 Support

9 31/01/14 Support
Good idea.  In much of this area, e.g. St George's Street, many motorists already drive close to or less than 20 mph.  In others, e.g. North Walls, road 
safety and exhaust fumes are likely to improve with this change of speed.

10 03/02/14 Support
11 02/02/14 Support
12 02/02/14 Support

13 31/01/14 Objection
OBJECT 1. The proposed termination point on Wates Street near Durngate and the boundary of the Winnall 20 mph limit; 2. The proposed termination 
point along Chesil Street and the boundary of the Highcliffe 20mph area.  The proposed City Centre scheme should include these stretches of roads.

The boundaries of the limit were very carefully considered.  There are many factors involved in this process.  The driver needs to be able to feel that they are entering the main City area and that their speed 
should be slower.  If the boundary of the speed limit, on the main roads, is too far out of the city centre speeds may not reduce due to the fact that the nature of the road and its surroundings have not changed.  
At the Chesil Street boundary, the road geometry changes, as it does at the Wales Street boundary.  Vehicles visiting either Winnall or Highclliffe have to turn into the new 20mph road, physically slowing the 
vehicle down, and effectively creating a gateway into the specific residential area.  

14 31/01/14 Support
15 03/02/14 Support
16 03/02/14 Support
17 03/02/14 Support

18 04/02/14 Support
Fully support the move to implement a 20mph speed limit in central Winchester. Wish a more extensive area were proposed. Portsmouth City have 
found that the more extensive the zone where the limit is imposed the greater the observance of the limit.  Hopeful that this is just a first step.

19 04/02/14 Support

20 04/02/14 Support
Really pleased and hope that it will be implemented. There is absolutely no need for cars in cities to go faster than 20mph, and it will surely increase the 
safety of the old and the young, as well as improving general quality of life. Hyde Street is rat run.

21 04/02/14 Support
22 05/02/13 Support

23 05/02/13 Objection

Objecting to the proposed city centre 20 mph speed limit zone. Traffic in the city centre is rarely above 20 mph during the day because of the severe 
congestion. This is at all times when large numbers of pedestrians are around, so no benefit would be felt by inhabitants, visitors or shoppers. At night, 
when the number of pedestriansis low, there is no need to keep to 20 mph.  Comments regarding reasons for accidents, 20mph signage and 
pedestrian crossings.  

The Winchester evening economy provides pedestrians all over the city at night.  It is hoped that driver's attitudes will change to think that in built up areas, speeds should be kept low.  Only terminal signage 
will be installed physically, all repeater signage will be painted onto the carriageway.  Hampshire County Council's District Statement Scheme WCC0133 describes 'a pedestrian crossing for the Romsey 
Road/Clifton Terrace Junction'.  Interestingly, the price of one Puffin crossing will cost similar or slightly more money than the Winchester 20mph speed limit scheme.  

24 06/02/13 Support
25 07/02/14 Support Support the proposal.  Ask for an infrasturcture and cost-minimising implications to be analyised.

26 07/02/14 Objection
1) Speeds in City Centre are already low, 2)Speed limits should not be applied to roads used by regular bus services. 3) Instead of a blanket speed 
limit, local treatment of any speeding "blackspots" with traffic calming. 

The speed limit was an action of the Winchester Town Access Plan.  A priority of this plan was to reduce the negative impact of vehicle movements in the town centre.  Buses are travelling at slow speeds 
through the City Centre.  Smoother driving at a constant speed would be better than vehicles speeding up to a road hump, slowing down and then speeding off again.  Speed limits for short distances are not 
advised.  Examples of these can beseen in specific places such as outside of schools. 

27 09/02/14 Objection Wish to object to the proposal to introduce a 20 m.p.h. speed limit in Monks Rd.  Speeds are low, enforcement issues, additional sign clutter.

Vehicles travelling along Monks Road do so at slow speeds.  In this area the speed limit is self-enforcing due to the amount of parked cars slowing traffic down. Driver attitudes and behaviours can be changed 
to ask themselves why they should be travelling at a high speed in a built up area where many pedestrian and cyclists are evident.  Only terminal signs will be installed, all repeater signage will be painted onto 
the carriageway.  

28 10/02/14 Objection
Object to what is being proposed.  Installing signs has no effect on traffic.  Other comments regarding installation of traffic calming, enforcement and 
before and after speed surveys of Symonds Street.

It is hoped that drivers attitudes and behaviours towards speeds and built up areas will change.  Terminal locations number only 13, all other repeater signage will be painted on the carriageway.  A traffic 
survey from September 2013 shows that only 13% of all cars in Symonds Street were travelling over 21mph.  There are natuaral traffic calming already in place around Great Minister Street, including tight 
corners, parked vehicles and the natural narrowness of the roads.    

29 12/02/14 Objection
Objects to the order for reasons of wasted time, no evidence of accident reductions, poor compliance with speed.  Comments regarding the 24mph 
average which is ambiguous and can be easily skewed.  Calculated cost of wasted time and accidents.

The Department for Transport's 'Setting Local Speed Limits'  01/2013 states that 'traffic authorities can introduce 20mph speed limits on major streets where there are, or could be, significant numbers of 
journeys on foot and/or where pedal cycle movements are an important consideration and this outweighs the disadvantage of longer journeys for motorised traffic'.  In the last 5 years, 99 personal injury 
accidents were recorded in the proposal area, a slower speed limit may help to reduce injury accidents and increase the awareness of other road users such as pedestrians and cyclists.  It is also hoped that 
smoother driving in the proposal area will reduce the stopping and starting situation that vehicles currently carry out.  The proposal area will not require extensive signage, only at terminal points.  The Police 
study the mean average speeds, whereas in the past they have looked the 85%ile.  The threshold for which the Police would support a 20mph speed limit being implemented is 24mph.  

30 14/02/14 Objection

Objection to the "corridor" represented by the City Road, North Walls, Union Street, Eastgate Street.  The introduction of a 20MPH limit on the 
"release" of traffic coming into and through the City via this route simply won't work unless enforced with vigour at all times, especially when traffic 
volumes are relatively low.  When there is high traffic volume, there is a natural reduction in traffic speed .  No point to the proposal.

In the proposed area, average speeds of vehicles are, in the majority under 24mph.  This is the threshold for which the Police would support a 20mph speed limit being implemented.  If one driver adheres to 
the new limit, then others behind will have to do so.  Introducing a 20mph speed limit may discourage some traffic to travel through the City centre and may encourage use of public transport, walking and 
cycling.  It is hoped that driver behaviour change and attitudes towards speeds may be affected by the proposed speed limit.

31 17/02/14 Objection
Objection to certain through routes and roads, not residential roads.  Comments regarding roads carrying high volume of traffic, inconvience to 
residents, deter shoppers and impact businesses, impact of alternative routes, impact of traffic density.

HCC's wesbite states that speed limits usually apply in small areas and not main roads.  DfT's 'Setting Local Speed Limits'  01/2013 states that 'traffic authorities can introduce 20mph speed limis on Majpor 
streets where there are, or could be, significant numbers of journeys on foot and/or where pedal cycle movements are an important consideration and this outweighs the disadvantage of longer journeys for 
motorised traffic.'  However, we should be discouraging the use of vehicular movements in such a built up compact area, where walking and cycling should be further encouraged.   Lower speed limits will not 
deter shoppers, the park & ride and most outer car parks are not within the proposed area.  Daytime bus speed will not dramatically change.  The Winchester BID support the proposals.  It is hoped that 
drivers attitudes and behavirous will change in a positive way to the speed limit and dirivng will be smoother.  

32 18/02/14 Objection
Objection to certain through routes and roads, not residential roads.  Comments regarding roads carrying high volume of traffic, inconvience to 
residents, deter shoppers and impact businesses, impact of alternative routes, impact of traffic density.

HCC's wesbite states that speed limits usually apply in small areas and not main roads.  DfT's 'Setting Local Speed Limits'  01/2013 states that 'traffic authorities can introduce 20mph speed limis on Major 
streets where there are, or could be, significant numbers of journeys on foot and/or where pedal cycle movements are an important consideration and this outweighs the disadvantage of longer journeys for 
motorised traffic.'  However, we should be discouraging the use of vehicular movements in such a built up compact area, where walking and cycling should be further encouraged.   Lower speed limits will not 
deter shoppers, the park & ride and most outer car parks are not within the proposed area.  Daytime bus speed will not dramatically change.  The Winchester BID support the proposals.  It is hoped that 
drivers attitudes and behavirous will change in a positive way to the speed limit and dirivng will be smoother.  

33 18/02/14 Objection
Objection to certain though routes: Speed limit is not eveidance let in accordance for DfT guidance; Speed factors in guidance were not considered in 
public consultation; Notice of speed limit has not be adeqautely advertised; cost-benefit analysis was not demonstrated; 

DfT's 'Setting Local Speed Limits'  01/2013 states that 'traffic authorities can introduce 20mph speed limis on major streets where there are, or could be, significant numbers of journeys on foot and/or where 
pedal cycle movements are an important consideration and this outweighs the disadvantage of longer journeys for motorised traffic.  This is in addition to residential streets in cities, particularly where the 
streets are being used by people on foot and on bicycles, there is community support and the characteristics of the street are suitable'.  The DfT also states that 'The impact on community and environmental 
outcomes should also be considered'.  The DfT's document is just guidance to local authorities, not policy.   The proposal order was advertised within the legal ramifications of an order.  94 notices were 
placed in the streets around town, and kept throughout the month long advertising period, as well as adverts in the Mid Hants Observer and on the City Council's website.  

34 19/02/14 Objection
Objection.  Comments regarding one-way system being slow ; not making any difference to highway safety; inconvieneint in the evenings; residents 
should have been mail dropped; contraflow cycling to be introduced in Jewry Street & St Peters Street.

The proposal was an action point in the Winchester Town Access Plan.  A priority of this plan was to reduce the negative impact of vehicle movements in the town centre.  In the last 5 years, 99 personal injury 
accidents have been recorded in the proposal areas.  It is hoped that the speed limit will encourage a smoother driving experience, with less stopping and starting.  The City Centre proposals may encourage 
vehicles to stay on alternative routes and think twice about driving through the City just for that reasons.  The speed limit conusltation was widely publicised around the town.  The proposal order was 
advertised within the legal ramifications of an order.  94 notices were placed in the streets around town, and kept throughout the month long advertising period, as well as adverts in the Mid Hants Observer 
and on the City Council's website.  The two cycling schemes mentioned are aspirations for Winchester cyclists are are included in the Winchester District Cycling Strategy and the Hampshire County Council's 
District Statement (scheme WCC0161 & WCC0162). 

35 19/02/14 Support

Supporting email including comments regarding extensions to other areas including Fulflood, Weeke, Harestock; Long term, all residential streets and 
the walkable city area should be designated 20mph. Through traffic will not be significantly delayed by 20 mph limits and pedestrian and cycle safety will 
be greatly enhanced.

36 19/02/14 Support Supporting email
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